BUNNELL SPLINTS INSTRUCTIONS

#4 THOMAS SUSPENSION SPLINT DORSIFLEX WRIST FOR RADIAL PALSY

Position of thumb outrigger determines if splint is Right or Left. To change position of outrigger, loosen set screw [hex key provided] reposition and tighten. Straps can be repositioned (hook and loop attachment) on splint to facilitate Donning with Right or Left hand.

TO DON SPLINT: Loosen straps, position splint on forearm and comfortably secure straps. Position suspension bar under fingers with rubber band passing between 2nd and 3rd fingers. Apply thumb loop.

Evaluate function and instruct patient on use. Splint is designed to provide a dynamic force to extend wrist and M.P. joints while allowing active flexion. Kydex shell can be modified with heat gun. Remove from patient, remove liner, heat plastic carefully, reshape, allow to completely cool before reusing. To adjust force carefully bend outriggers and/or change rubber bands. Rubber bands #31 are for thumb outrigger. Rubber bands #62 are for M.P. bar and clock spring superstructure. Remove liner, hand wash with mild soap and cold water. Rinse thoroughly, allow to air dry completely before reusing.

Immediately contact your healthcare professional if you are experiencing loss of sensation, swelling, skin irritations or have any questions.

CAUTION: Federal Law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician  
Single patient use